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The revolutionary awakening 
in the Arab world 

Anyone predicting the revolutionary awakenings 
in the Arab world six months ago would not 

have been taken seriously. In retrospect, it seems 
that the time was ripe. There was enough social 
dynamite: repressive autocrats who had been 
in power for decades were neither capable of 
nor willing to modernize their countries. A young 
population had access to information that 
another kind of life was possible but despite being 
well educated had no prospects for the future. 
Now hundreds of thousands loudly demanded 
liberation: as augured by that famous square in 
Cairo. (...)

In Tunisia and Egypt, the military gave the 
demonstrators free rein and so contributed to the 
stepping down of the rulers at the top. In Tunisia, 
there is a chance for a new political order with 
more participation and individual freedoms. The 
fact that Egypt’s Higher Military Council bowed 
to the revolutionary movement and decided to 
put Mubarak on trial gives hope that it will permit 
the opening of the country to freedom of opinion 
and the rule of law. 

In Syria and Saudi-Arabia, however, pressure 
from the streets was met with resistance; both 
countries increased repression. In Bahrain, Saudi-
Arabia assisted the regime with soldiers while the 
shocked potentates tried to take the sting out of 
the protests by announcing social and financial 
benefits as well as political reforms. Still, they have 
not yet succeeded in restraining the protesters. The 
end of the Arab autocracies remains uncertain: 
Neither security apparatuses nor old elites 
have been disempowered. Nevertheless, the 
revolutionary awakening represents a turning 
point. (...)

Many of us would not have believed that Arab 
societies could tear down the walls of fear. Yet 
the revolutionary masses challenge the legend 
of Islamism as the only relevant opposition in the 

Arab countries, as well as the allegations that Islam 
is not compatible with individual rights to freedom. 
They force states and societal actors in the West to 
radically revise their policies with respect to Arab 
societies. (...)

The intervention in Libya 
In Libya, the peaceful protests ended in a bloody 
civil war. Its outcome is uncertain. Dramatically 
inferior to the armed Gaddafi troops in military terms, 
the rebels called on the UN for help. Because the 
Libyan state did not protect its people but, rather, 
went after them with military might, the UN Security 
Council, referring to Article VII of the UN Charter, 
in its Resolution 1973 of 17 March 2011 authorized 
Member States to use “all necessary measures” to 
protect the civilian population while “excluding a 
foreign occupation force of any form”. There were 
no dissenting votes; however, Russia, China, India, 
Brazil – and Germany – abstained. Two days later 
a “coalition of the willing”, led by France, Great 
Britain and the USA, began bombing positions of 
the Libyan army. On 31 March, NATO took control 
of all military operations. The UN Security Council 
had already imposed an arms embargo on Libya 
and along with that, called for assets of Qaddafi 
and his family to be frozen. In addition, it authorized 
the International Criminal Court to investigate the 
suspicion of crimes against humanity. 

The goal of the intervention was to prevent 
a massacre by Gaddafi’s brutal security forces 
and mercenaries and that was achieved with the 
protection of the city of Benghazi. But the ever 
more complex situation of the fighting raises difficult 
questions. The aspired regime change overstretches 
the principle of protecting the civilian population. 
What happens if an incalculable escalation of the 
fighting can no longer guarantee this? We warn 
against the risks of a blurring of the boundaries of 
war. The resolution forbids occupation forces, but 
when do other intervention forces, such as ground 
troops, become occupation forces? Such worrying 
questions are also being asked by the Libyan rebels 
who normally insist uncompromisingly on NATO 
support. (...) 
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Europe’s shared responsibility 
First and foremost, the autocratic rulers and their 
security apparatuses are responsible for the 
suppression, lawlessness and kleptocracy as well 
as the societal and political stagnation in the Arab 
countries. However, the international economic 
and financial organizations as well as the European 
States have contributed to the misery: The 
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank 
exacted neoliberal-inspired economic reforms that 
destroyed the traditional subsistence economy of 
the agrarian sector, retail and small trade, and 
wiped out jobs. The same holds true for the EU’s 
agrarian and fishing policies, as did the export 
and investment practices of European businesses 
that supported a small economic elite in the Arab 
countries who did not care at all about widespread 
poverty. The exclusionary migration policy of the 
EU States obstructs the life prospects of young 
people who see no future at home. The EU States 
have made themselves accomplices to repressive 
regimes with political deals whereby autocrats and 
dictators deliver oil and gas, intercept refugees in 
exchange for cheap credit and weapons. Thus 
there are also moral grounds for an about-face, 
which demands a new Mediterranean policy 
directed towards human welfare as well as an 
asylum and migration policy that is bound by the 
Human Rights Charter. (...)

Extract from “Editors’ Comments: Current Developments 
and Recommendations” (translated into English, http://
www.friedensgutachten.de/tl_files/friedensgutachten/
pdf_eng/Editors’%20Comments_%20part%201,%20
2,%203%20and%204_consolidated-OHNE%20RAHMEN.
pdf)
Johannsen, Margret et al. (eds.). 2011. Friedensgutach-
ten 2011. Lit-Verlag. www.friedensgutachten.de)

Robert Willeke came to BICC in 2006 as project 
controller. Robert’s duties are the administration 

of third-party projects, from their calculation to 
control measures during implementation up to 
the generation of the report on expenditure of 
funds for donors—important institutions such as the 
European Commission, the United Nations, German 
federal ministries but also numerous national and 
international foundations, such as the German 
Marshall Fund or the German Foundation for Peace 
Research. 

BICC’s finances are based on two pillars: The first 
is the Land of North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW), which 
provides the Center with basic funding as Principal 
Trustee. This enables BICC to acquire orders and 
funding from other donors within the framework of 
so-called third party operations which cover the 
entire range of BICC activities. 

Robert is also involved in the further development 
of the internal accounting at BICC. 

Robert studied economics at the University of 
Bonn and graduated in 2004 (Diplomvolkswirt). 
After internships at the Friedrich-Ebert Foundation 
and in industry, Robert first worked in controlling 
of a supplier to the automotive industry before he 
started at BICC. He also completed further training 
as controller (IHK).

Since the age of 16, Robert has been an active 
member of the volunteer fire brigade in his home 
town where he also used to train their youth division. 
In his free time, he likes to go out for long hiking 
tours. Together with his wife, he likes cooking and 
trying new recipes. 

 For further information please contact  
 Robert  Willeke at willeke@bicc.de
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Peacekeeping Support 
Operations Training for the 
Serbian Army

A major item of training for many modern armies 
is training for Peace Support Operations (PSO), 

otherwise known as peacekeeping. However, 
peacekeeping differs substantially from warfighting, 
which is the main activity of the military, and for 
which they undergo lengthy training. The Serbian 
armed forces have become interested in joining 
UN-mandated peace missions. To prepare for such 
eventuality, the Serbian Staff College, funded by 
the Norwegian and British governments, has added 
a module on PSO to the Senior Command and 
Staff course. BICC was invited to help conduct 
the training along with representatives from the 
Norwegian and British Staff Colleges and the 
Centre for European Security Studies because of 
proven expertise and in particular because of our 
experience in developing scenarios and running 
simulations in the Carana simulation package.

The course took place at the Serbian Army Staff 
College in Belgrade in early June. The first two days 
were thus dedicated to introducing the trainees 
to PSO and DD&R (Disarmament, Demobilization, 
and Reintegration) concepts. The final three 
days of the packed schedule were dedicated 
to the simulation exercise. Simulated problems in 
planning, interfacing with the political echelon, 
surprise events, and potential return to conflict in 
an imaginary country called Carana were dealt 
with by each group, then presented to the plenum. 

Simulations such as Carana are an important tool 
for training, notably because they allow trainees to 
make mistakes in planning or execution without 
causing any harm to living beings. The Serbian 
trainees managed to display imagination and a 
good grasp of principles during the exercises. They 
learned quickly from mistakes and appeared to 
have internalized lessons learned. The presentations 
were observed by the Norwegian and British military 
attaches and by a representative of the Norwegian 
Foreign Ministry. 

In line with BICC training policy, we expect next 
year’s exercise to be run largely by Staff College 
faculty, with CESS and BICC playing a support role. 
Our view of training activities is to work ourselves out 
of a job. As a matter of principle we thus insist that 
local trainers take over, in a graduated manner, 
from BICC trainers.
 For further information please contact  
 Michael Ashkenazi at ashkenazi@bicc.de

Friedensgutachten 2011

On 24 and 25 May, the Friedensgutachten 
2011 (Annual State of Peace Report) was 

presented to the Bundestag Committees of 
Defense, and Economic Cooperation as well 
as in the Bundespressekonferenz, which was 
attended by national and international journalists. 
The editors also met with representatives of the 
Federal Ministries for Foreign Affairs and Economic 
Cooperation as well as with the Sub-committee 
for Civilian Crisis Prevention and Comprehensive 
Security and the Committee for Human Rights and 
Humanitarian Aid. 

The Friedensgutachten 
was also presented in public 
panel discussions in Berlin 
and Frankfurt. In Brussels, 
there were talks at the 
Council of the Evangelical 
Church in Germany (EKD) 
and the European Security 
Contact Group Meeting, as 
well as with the European 
Peacebuilding Liaison Office 
(EPLO). On 22 September, BICC, German Council 
on Foreign Relations (DGAP) and Women In 
International Security (WIIS.de) will invite the 
interested public in Bonn to discuss “Turkey as an 
actor and mediator in the Middle East  and vis-à-
vis the EU”. 

Friedensgutachten 2011 analyzes revolutions, 
war and intervention in the Arab world. It also 
focuses on Europe as a “peace project” after 
three years of economic and financial crisis. 
Globalization and migration pose a challenge to 
the national state-based constitutions of European 
societies. The report criticizes alarming signs of re-
nationalization and populism in many EU states. In 
addition, the Friedensgutachten draws a balance 
of military interventions in Afghanistan and other 
armed conflicts or humanitarian catastrophes. It 
also investigates armament trends, chances for 
disarmament, the new strategy of NATO and the 
reform of the Bundeswehr.

The annual Friedensgutachten is a joined 
publication of the five major German peace 
research institutions and is funded by the German 
Foundation for Peace Research (DSF). This year’s 
Friedensgutachten was edited by Margret 
Johannsen, Bruno Schoch, Corinna Hauswedell, 
Tobias Debiel and Christiane Fröhlich, on behalf of 
these five institutions.

 For further information please contact 
 Susanne Heinke at pr@bicc.de
 www.friedensgutachten.de
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On 10 June, Jürgen Nimptsch, Mayor of Bonn, 
visited BICC. Peter J. Croll and some researchers 
presented the work of the center. The Mayor 
expressed his appreciation of BICC as an important 
part of Bonn as international city. 
 For further information please contact 
 Peter J. Croll at croll@bicc.de

Between 23 May and 5 June, Clara Schmitz- 
Pranghe and Marc von Boemcken conducted field 
research in Peru on private security companies. 
They visited Lima and Cajamarca and interviewed 
a wide variety of stakeholders, including security 
company representatives, major clients of 
commercial security, particularly from the mining 
industry, government officials, police officers, local 
NGOs and security experts. The main question of 
their research was about the impact of the private 
security industry on a number of development-
related factors, such as the effectiveness of public 
security governance and economic growth and 
social conflicts. A publication will be forthcoming 
by the end of the year.
 For further information please contact 
 Marc von Boemcken at boemcken@bicc.de

On 31 May, BICC has organized a workshop on 
the new developments in the Arab World with the 
State Chancellery (Staatskanzlei) of North Rhine-
Westphalia in Düsseldorf. The expert workshop 
intended to provide some background information 
about the driving forces of the changes in Arab 
countries as a basis for discussions about future 
cooperation. The workshop was opened by the 
Minister for Federal Affairs, Europe and Media, 
Angelica Schwall-Düren, the Director of BICC, Peter 
J. Croll, and was moderated by Dr. Elke Grawert. 
 For further information please contact 
 Elke Grawert at grawert@bicc.de

BICC Notes

From 20 to 22 June, the Deutsche Welle Global 
Media Forum “Human Rights and Globalization—

Challenges for the Media” took place in Bonn with 
more than 1,300 participants from around the 
world. BICC hosted two workshops this year.

On 20 June, BICC organized the Workshop 
“Transnational migration and security: Price and 
prejudices”. Panelists were Prof. Jochen Hippler, 
Institute for Development and Peace (INEF), 
Germany, Francesco Ragazzi, Assistant Professor 
at the Institute of Political Science at Leiden 
University, Netherlands, and Andrea Warnecke, 
Senior Researcher BICC, Germany.

On 21 June, Deutsche Welle and BICC organ-
ized the workshop “Women—Victims of war”. 
Discussants were Lea Ackermann, Founder of 
SOLWODI, Sybille Fezer, Medica Mondiale, Elvan 
Isikozlu, BICC, Esther Mujawayo, trauma therapist 
and author, Karin Nordmeyer, President of UN 
Women National Committee Germany and Adel-
heid Feilcke (moderator), Head of International 
Relations, DW.
 For further information please contact  
 Susanne Heinke at pr@bicc.de
 http://www.dw-world.de
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